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Transition can be defined as deep-structural changes in interrelated economic

sectors. Climate change issue calls for a transition in which all actors can

be involved and where the aim is the global interest rather than individual

ones. LCA should be used to assess the environmental impacts of transition

solutions, however, existing LCAs are not adapted mainly because they are

conducted at product-level and rely upon economic assumptions that are

unsuitable for a transition context. First typologies of LCAs are redefined,

based on general system theory, according to the object under study and their

model structures. A new type of LCA, called transition LCA is conceptually

described. It aims at studying transition scenarios in a geographical context,

and that can be relied to various technological paths. Di�erences with existing

LCAs is that several functional units with varying amounts can be included,

and that its results concern the changes of the system itself rather than the

individual impacts of products. Transition LCA is also related to a specific

geographical context in order to account for existing limits of resources and

especially constraint resources such as waste, and to account for the match

of flows between production and demand which determines the size of the

geographical area. This type of modeling can be reached by coupling LCA with

MFA at the suitable geographical scale. Transition LCA also requires specific

interpretation steps dedicated to the identification of preferable scenarios

and action levers hold by each involved actor. This interpretation requires

integrating actors’ identification and their decision models as mechanisms

inside the system model. It also requires additional methods to systematically

generate all actions possibilities and to conduct suitable sensitivity analysis.

This method has presently been applied by parts but not as a whole and not as

a single numerical tool. These parts are currently being developed in a single

computing Python language, in order to become compatible with Brightway 2.

KEYWORDS

circular economy, Material Flow Analysis, waste recovery, carbon capture, urban

metabolism, stakeholders, decision, territory

Introduction

Transition can be defined as deep-structural changes in interrelated economic

sectors, and because these systemic changes affect the overall configuration of

these sectors they can be called socio-technical transitions (Geels, 2011). Today’s

environmental issues, and particularly climate change, call for a transition in which all

actors, such as private companies, policy makers, consumers, civil society, engineers,
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researchers, as well as their systems of interaction, whether

economic, regulatory or social, are questioned in a multi-level

perspective (Geels, 2011).

According to (Ceschin and Gaziulusoy, 2016) who defined

a typology of transition solutions, there are four general

levels of solutions: (i) Product level about changing products’

environmental footprint during their life cycle, encouraging

an emotional attachment between a product and a consumer

to reduce frequent renewal, designing products that facilitate

sustainable behavior of consumers, developing biomimetic

products, or designing products that only respond to essential

needs such as low technology; (ii) product service system

level, focusing on services for consumers instead of products

like sharing economy solutions; (iii) spatio-social innovation

level, such as design for social innovation encouraging

collaboration between individuals, or systemic design that favors

collaborations between existing industries for reuse or recycling

and; (iv) socio-technical system innovation level seen as the

collaboration of groups of individuals and economic actors to

co-design their desirable future together.

Among general perspectives imagined to respond the

challenge, a wide variety of currents of thought coexist for socio-

technical and spatio-social levels, which differ in their solutions

through very diverse approaches that advocate social changes, or

rely essentially on technological developments and/or ruptures,

or on changes in economic systems. For example, circular

economy is one of these general frames. Although many

definitions of circular economy can be found, this current

of thoughts generally assumes that its solutions will reduce

natural resource extraction in general by extending the life,

reusing and recycling the products. Another example concerns

digital transition. Some currents of thoughts recommend to

rely upon high digital technologies, with many examples such

as avoiding transports with teleworking (Guerin, 2021), better

control and adapt buildings consumption with connected

objects and artificial intelligence (Chauhan and Chauhan, 2019)

etc; while others go “against the grain to argue that “high”

technology will not solve global problems and envisages a

different approach to build a more resilient and sustainable

society” by focusing on the essential functionalities and low-

tech (Bihouix, 2020). Shared economy is also a common

paradigm invocated for ecological transition. In urban planning

policies, solutions for active mobility and shared vehicles

are often seen as sustainable solutions to cities passenger’s

transports (Filippova and Buchoud, 2020) but in the same time,

the necessary increase of adapted vehicles and infrastructure

for shared mobility can drive to considerably lower their

environmental benefits (de Bortoli, 2021), or even to a

considerable increase of material consumption according to the

choice of implementation mode and to consumer’s behavior

(Chen et al., 2020). Many other examples could be listed for

which no clear answers about their environmental performances

can be found.

Whatever the school of thought, Life Cycle Assessment

(LCA) should be used to assess the environmental impacts

of such transition solutions, in order to evaluate their

relevancy for that purpose. However, LCAs are not conducted

to assess transition solutions. Indeed, the common ground

between all these possible transition solutions is that: they

intend to significantly and massively replace an existing

situation with the aim of reducing environmental impacts,

they involve cooperation between different actors (public

policies, companies, citizens. . . ) and in order to be successfully

implemented each of the involved actor needs to know its

role in the general system, several products’ life cycle can be

involved, their environmental performances may depend on

very local constraints and thus implementation conditions are

crucial, rebound effects can be important, and they can involve

changes in functionalities. The LCA method able to integrate all

these characteristics does not exist as will be shown in the first

section of this paper. Thus, a new methodological frame named

Transition LCA (Tr-LCA), is proposed in the second section, in

order to respond these key issues.

Analysis of existing LCA methods

LCA is a general frame inside which different types of

methods can be used. The designation of an LCA method can

refer either to the object under study such as product, territorial

or organizational LCAs or to the structure of the system model

such as attributional or consequential. In this section, it is

suggested to analyse the methodological characteristics implied

by these two aspects (the studied object and the system model)

in order to clearly define Tr-LCA compared to other methods.

Types of studied objects with LCA

Characteristics of di�erent objects LCAs

LCAs can be applied to the study of different objects, and the

type of object under study determines the functional unit, the

number of actors or products concerned, as well as the number

and value of the reference flows. This is resumed in Table 1.

Product LCAs (P-LCA) analyse environmental impacts

relatively to a unitary functional unit (impacts per one amount

of functional unit). Commonly the foreground system of P-

LCAs only concerns one actor, although some studies have been

conducted with several foreground systems corresponding to

different actors (Senga Kiessé et al., 2017).

Territorial LCAs (Te-LCA) have been divided into two

types (Loiseau et al., 2018): type A [Te-LCA (A)] study a

technology anchored in a known territory of which functions

may vary according to that territory, and type B [Te-LCA

(B)] study one territory with all its functions and related

activities. In both methods, the foreground system is inside the
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TABLE 1 Synthesis of objects studied with LCAs.

Type of studied

object

Studied

object

Goals Functional unit Considered actors

and products in

the foreground

system

Reference flows

Product

(P-LCA)

Product Analysis of activities

related to a product’s life

cycle and their

contributions for

environmental impacts

Main unitary function of

the product

One actor (in general)

One product

Amount of products

necessary to fulfill the

main unitary function

Territorial type A

(Loiseau et al., 2018)

Te-LCA (A)

Technology

anchored in a

territory

Analysis of a specific

activity or supply chain

anchored in a given

territory and their

contributions for

environmental impacts

Choice of main unitary

function of the

technology according to

territorial requirements

Possibly several actors if

in the territory

One product produced

in the territory

Amount of products

necessary to fulfill the

main unitary function

Territorial type B

(Goldstein et al., 2013;

Loiseau et al., 2018)

Te-LCA (B)

Territory Analysis of all activities

inside the geographical

area and their

contributions for

environmental impacts

Functionalities of the

territory according to a

territorial diagnosis

Several actors in the

territory

Several products

produced or consumed

in the territory

Amounts of products

and activities occurring

in the territory under

study for a given period

of time Number

of inhabitants

Organizational

(Martinez Blanco

et al., 2015)

O-LCA

Organization Analysis of all activities

and products provided

by an organization and

their contributions for

environmental impacts

None One actor (the

organization)

Several products

produced by the

organization

Amounts of products

and activities occurring

in the organization

under study for a given

period of time

Transition

(this paper)

Tr-LCA

An existing

situation to be

substituted

(territorial or not)

Analysis of possible

scenarios anchored in a

territory to substitute an

existing situation

Changes of

functionalities between

the existing situation and

the investigated

territorial scenarios

Several actors Several

products

All involved in existing

and substitution

territorial scenarios

Amounts of products

and activities occurring

in the existing situation

and in the investigated

territorial scenarios at a

given time horizon

considered territory. Similarly to P-LCA, Te-LCAs (A) assess

environmental impacts relatively to a unitary functional unit,

but it may include several actors if these are located inside

the considered territory. Te-LCAs (B) assess environmental

impacts relatively to the total amounts of products that are

produced and consumed inside the considered territory and thus

all concerned actors inside this territory. Some Te-LCAs (B)

define functionalities of the territory according to a territorial

diagnosis (Loiseau et al., 2014), thus functionalities are complex

and multidimensional and there is no significance in using

such Te-LCAs (B) to compare different territories. These Te-

LCAs (B) are thus more relevant to analyse and possibly

seek for improvements inside the studied territory. Other Te-

LCAs (B) simply consider the number of inhabitants as a

functional unit, and this can be understood that the main

purpose of a territory is to accommodate a population. This

type of Te-LCAs (B) are used to compare different territories

(Goldstein et al., 2013).

Organizational LCAs (O-LCA) consider a single actor

that can be located in different places and produce several

products. The O-LCA guidance report (Martinez Blanco et al.,

2015) specifies that there is no possible comparison between

organizations as activities and products are very different, and

thus O-LCA aims at seek for self-improvement by organizations.

However, similarly to (Goldstein et al., 2013) with Te-LCAs

(B), one could define economic profit as the main function of

an organization and thus compare different organizations by

calculating the environmental impacts generated per monetary

unit of profit. But this type of approach has not been

conducted yet, and existing O-LCAs assess environmental

impacts relatively to the total amounts of products that are

produced by the studied organization.
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As explained in the introduction, transitions at spatio-

social or socio-technical levels aim at proposing new technical

and/or organizational solutions in order to substitute an existing

situation assumed to be unsustainable. Although the existing

situation may not be specific to a territory, Tr-LCA must

consider that solutions to substitute are territorial dependant

by default, as their environmental relevance can be highly

dependent on local conditions [similarly to Te-LCAs (A)].

Solutions to substitute must also by default be considered multi-

products and multi-actors involved in either existing situation

and substitution scenarios, thus implying for Tr-LCA [similarly

to O-LCAs and Te-LCAs (B)] to consider total amounts of

products as reference flows. Furthermore, functionalities can

change between existing situation and investigated scenarios,

thus Tr-LCA should clearly define existing and investigated

functionalities similarly to Te-LCAs (B) of Loiseau et al. (2014).

The question of actors and their relationships

Although Te-LCAs can consider several actors in their

foreground systems (see Table 1), the question of possible

competition or cooperation is not addressed as such in any

type of LCA. The success of a transition solution is a matter of

both environmental improvement as a goal, and of cooperation

between actors as a mean.

Tr-LCA should thus enable to highlight these possible

interactions between actors. What cooperation is necessary to

reach the goals of a transition solution? Are there any synergies

or antagonisms between actors regarding environmental issues

or economic issues? Which actor or group of actors can control

a decision?

To address this issue, the structure of the Tr-LCAmust allow

the integration of actors and specify their control over decisions

that will affect either the technological processes at the origin of

environmental impacts or the substitution mechanisms between

the initial situation and the transition solutions.

Structural integration of actors in LCA models is in fact

not specific to Tr-LCA, it has been already been developed on

P-LCAs using parametrized inventory models and determining

action levers using sensitivity analysis (Andrianandraina et al.,

2015; Senga Kiessé et al., 2017; Ta et al., 2018; Duran Quintero

et al., 2021). This approach will however be deepened and more

generalized in this paper.

System modeling structures in LCA

LCA is a methodological framework derived from the much

broader framework of the systems modeling family initiated by

Bertalanffy (1968). Systemic modeling is based on the definition

of a system according to a purpose with boundaries defining its

interior and exterior. The rules defining the system’s boundaries

are related the purpose of the system model. The relations

between the interior and the exterior of a system are defined

by the nature of these exchanges as well as rules concerning

quantification of these exchanges. In the general system theory,

the interior of the system is composed of elements that are linked

one another by exchanges also specified by their natures and by

quantification rules. System modeling is suitable for complex

modeling because: (i) the exchanges between elements of the

system may have feedback loops, and (ii) elements inside the

system may also be considered as smaller systems included in

the larger system, which corresponds to the fact that a system

model may have several levels of organization. The structure of

a systemic model is defined by the nature of its elements, the

nature of the exchanges between the elements, the nature of the

exchanges between the inside and the outside of the system, as

well as the rules defining the system’s boundaries.

The methodological framework of LCA can be re-examined

with this perspective, to analyse the existingmodeling structures.

For all LCAs, basically, the exchanges between the system

and its exterior are elementary flows, crossing the boundary

between the technosphere and the ecosphere. The elements of

the system are named processes (or activities) and they are

related by intermediate flows. However, some differences exist

between different types of LCAs concerning intermediate flows

and system boundaries. These differences are detailed below and

resumed in Table 2.

The nature of intermediate flows and the rules
to calculate their amounts

One of the main differences between the different types of

LCAs concerns the nature of the intermediate flows and the

rules defining their amounts. According to this perspective, one

can differentiate three types of LCAs that differ in their system

modeling structures: attributional LCA (A-LCA), consequential

LCA (C-LCA) and input/output LCA (IO LCA).

For A-LCA, the nature of intermediate flow is physical, and

their amounts depend on consumed and produced amounts

(mostly assumed proportional) relatively to the value of the

reference flow.

For C-LCA, one integrates in the systemmodel an economic

market of competing objects with identical functionalities that

is shifted by the marginal increase of the demand for the

object under study. For this particular part of the system,

the way to obtain amounts exchanged between processes have

changed compared to A-LCA: they depend on a new model

that represents the market equilibrium of functional equivalent

competing objects and thus requires additional conditions and

information. This type of structure also includes the system

expansion with substitution models, that can be considered

as a very simplified consequential model with only one rule:

the functional equivalence between the studied object and the

object to substitute, without any market considerations. That

is equivalent to assume the maximum possible substitution

(100% market shift) in favor of the studied object, i.e., the total

replacement of the object to substitute by the studied object.
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TABLE 2 Synthesis of modeling structures of LCAs.

Type of system

model

Nature of

intermediate

flows

Amounts of exchanges

between processes

Goals Rules to define system

boundaries

Attributional

A-LCA

Physical Consumed and produced amounts

(mostly assumed proportional)

relatively to the reference flow

Describe actual and/or forecasted

specific and/or average life cycle of a

studied object relatively to its functional

unit into a static background system

Whole system: partition or exclusion of

processes according to different possible

rules (partitional allocation, cut-off).

System expansion

with substitution*

Physical Total replacement of the economic

market of competing products with

identical functionalities, by the product

or co-product under study

Describe maximum changes in response

to possible decisions or to changes in

demand for the functional unit into a

dynamic background system

Foreground system: expansion to

include activities expected to be

substituted as a consequence of the

investigated changes

Background system: same as A-LCA

Consequential

C-LCA

Physical Shift of an economic market of

competing products with identical

functionalities provoked by the

marginal increase of the demand for the

product or co-product under study

Describe expected changes in response

to possible decisions or to changes in

demand for the functional unit into a

dynamic background system

Foreground system: expansion to

include activities to the extent that they

are expected to change as a consequence

of the investigated changes

Background system: same as A-LCA

Hybrid** Foreground

system: physical

Background

system: monetary

Foreground system: according to the above types of LCAs

Background system: same as IO LCA

Input/output

IO LCA

Monetary Physical flows calculated from existing

monetary flows

Describe macroscale changes in

response to possible decisions or

changes in a given economic sector

No rules: all interactions between

sectors of the technosphere are

accounted

Transition LCA

Tr-LCA

(this paper)

All natures in link

with transition

solutions to substitute

the existing situation

According to investigated solutions Describe expected changes in response

to possible decisions or to changes

generated by transition solutions into a

dynamic background system

Foreground system: expansion to

include activities to the extent that they

are expected to change as a consequence

of the transition solutions

Background system: same as preferably

IO but A-LCA

*Not a proper modeling structure but classified in C-LCA according to the system model classification (but corresponds to a currently known and applied method).

**Not a proper modeling structure but a mix of IO and either A-LCA or C-LCA.

The IO LCA is based on the so-called Leontief matrix that

basically represents monetary exchanges and interdependencies

between macroeconomic sectors (Suh, 2005). Although

they can be converted into physical flows according to

macroeconomic statistics, the nature of the exchanges

and their amounts are obtained from monetary flows and

based on monetary exchange rates as well as on reference

monetary values.

Despite their differences, these three modeling structures

have been shown to be consistent within a unified LCA

theoretical framework (Suh et al., 2010; Majeau-Bettez et al.,

2014), although each of them require different types of

data collected at different scales (Ekvall et al., 2016). This

compatibility allows to conduct hybrid LCAs that are not

another system model structure but combine either A-LCAs or

C-LCAs with IO LCAs.

The rules to define the system’s boundaries

Rules concerning system boundaries in LCA are related to

the different methods that can be used to deal with multi-output

processes and waste recovery. In accordance with the general

system theory (Bertalanffy, 1968), the rules to define boundaries

of a system depend on the purpose of the system model.

For A-LCA of which aim is to describe actual and/or

forecasted specific and/or average life cycle of a studied object

relatively to its functional unit into a static technosphere

(Ekvall et al., 2016), the boundaries are defined by partitioning

processes according to different possible rules (cut-off,

partitional allocation).

For C-LCA of which aim is to describe expected changes

in response to possible decisions or to changes in demand for

the functional unit into a dynamic technosphere (Ekvall et al.,

2016), the boundaries are expanded compared to A-LCA, to
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include activities to the extent that they are expected to change

as a consequence of the investigated changes (Sonnemann and

Vigon, 2011). Let’s remark that this system expansion is not a

general rule applied to all activities of the entire system, but only

to those under study, i.e., those in the foreground system. This

implies that for the rest of the system, i.e., background system,

boundaries are set according to the rules of A-LCA.

For IO LCA, boundaries definition are not necessary,

because all interactions between economic sectors

are accounted.

Hybrid LCAs cannot be considered as a new system model

structure, in fact they combine either A-LCA or C-LCAs in the

foreground system and IO LCA in the background system and

thus adopt their rules in for each part of the system.

Which system model for transition LCAs?

According to the above analysis, C-LCA should be more

adapted for Tr-LCA of which objective is to assess changes

induce by transition solutions in substitution to an existing

situation. According to Thomassen et al. (2008), it is required

to have a knowledge of physical and market mechanisms in C-

LCA. Thesemarketmechanisms have been described (Weidema,

2003) for P-LCAs. Substitution mechanisms of a product by the

new product introduced are based on several assumptions: (i)

the change of market is assumed small compared to the total

volume of the considered market; (ii) the time-horizon is long

term; (iii) the market segment is narrow (i.e., secondary and

substituted products are very similar); (iv) the market trend

corresponds to an overall increasing volume; (v) production

constraints only apply to by-products with a low-value relatively

to other co-products from the same joint production process;

(vi) the affected (i.e., substituted technology) is assumed the

most competitive and modern technology; (vii) the value to

weight ratio determines the geographical market (local market

for low ratio, continental for medium and global for high).

However, these basic assumptions cannot always be suitable

for transition issues. Whereas transition requires important

changes at various spatio-social or socio-technical levels (Geels,

2011), C-LCA is only suitable for small changes at a market

level for one studied product. C-LCA forecasts a business-as-

usual situation, with overall increasing market volumes in the

long term, whereas transition can expect that some market

volumes would decrease, and possibly new macro-economic

models based on degrowth (Jackson, 2016).

Concerning geographical aspects, hybrid or IO LCAs are

not either adapted because IO databases are produced at

national scales, in a top-down approach with insufficient details

concerning the very studied solutions. The granularity of

general economic equilibrium is worldwide, referring to generic

activities or industrial sectors. It represents background system

in LCA, and compatible with hybrid modeling (Suh et al., 2004)

at country, continent or world scales. If they can be useful for

background system data, they are not useful for small economic

markets. Because many transition initiatives are local, and a

bottom-up approach is needed with a definite geographical scale

for impact assessment, before it can possibly be evaluated at a

larger scale.

In addition, C-LCA only relies upon economic market

mechanisms as they are existing today. However, transition

solutions at spatio-social or socio-technical levels can concern

changes in the economic mechanisms themselves, and rely upon

other mechanisms such as behavioral changes, submission to

local constraints like physical limits (like maximum resource

availability), size of population, etc. Thus, new foreground

system models should be proposed for Tr-LCAs where the

system should be expanded “to include activities to the extent

that they are expected to change as a consequence of the

investigated transition solutions” similarly to C-LCA (see

Table 2), but the expansion should rely upon different aspects

than only existing economic mechanisms. This will be detailed

in the next section.

Transition LCA: A new frame for
environmental assessment of
transition scenarios

According to the analysis of the previous section, the new

Tr-LCA method is detailed in this section. It is based on

the following principles: inclusion of the geographical context,

expanding systems, accepting several and variable functional

units and account for total values of flows.

One must keep in mind, that similarly to all other types of

LCAs, Tr-LCA is a frame that is implemented iteratively: as the

studying process unfolds, the interpretation and critical analysis

of the results make it possible to revisit the previous steps and

possibly reconsider the objectives.

Goal and scope, functional units

Studying transitions is not about being predictive, it is about

examining the range of possibilities to determine different paths

toward the objectives of change. The questions to answer when

studying transition is more about comparing several possible

scenarios to enable choosing a path toward a more sustainable

system, rather than predicting effects of changes. This type

of approach is today not accounted among classical objectives

of LCAs (Schrijvers et al., 2020). As highlighted previously

(Zamagni et al., 2012) for studying transitions as quick and

drastic changes in an existing system and more focused on

possible paths to reach a new socio-economic system rather

than modeling the future system itself, only scenario modeling,

including possible political, economic, or social breaks, can

bring information and guide choices toward possible futures.
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In Tr-LCA, it is the existing situation to be substituted under

study that is assessed and not individual products inside that

system. Thus, the goal of Tr-LCA is to compare an existing

situation, modeled by a system, to different possible future

situations (modeled by modified systems) and assess if and

how some of these futures can lead to improvements regarding

environmental impacts. The time scope is thus an important

information, it should be specified, and several time steps can

be examined.

This also leads to consider that the system under study

can contains several products and several functional units that

can vary in their nature and their amounts according to the

investigated transition solutions. Describing these functional

units and their evolution is thus essential. One example among

transition currents of thoughts, is the “low tech” (Bihouix, 2020)

that considers that functionalities of products can decrease

in order to focus on “essential functions.” Another opposite

example, issued from circular economy, would be to consider

increasing durability of some products, that is an increase

in some functional performances, in order to extend their

service life.

Another important aspect concerns reference flows. In P-

LCAs, the reference flow corresponds to the amount of product

necessary to fulfill one unitary functional unit. In Tr-LCA,

several reference flows can be defined corresponding to the total

amounts produced, stored or consumed in the geographical area

under study.

Defining transition scenarios

Transition scenarios are the chore of Tr-LCA. As already

mentioned, LCA in general is an iterative approach in which

interpretation can lead to revisiting objectives. This is the same

for scenarios. As will be described later in this approach, results

can reveal possible and unforeseen importance of elements

in the background system, and therefore possibly new actors.

Indeed, as scenarios are mainly a matter of involved actors,

inclusion of new actors can be the result of one LCA iteration,

that will lead to consider new or more detailed scenarios. This

section is thus providing a guide rather than a strict procedure.

Source and target territories

As mentioned earlier, transition is very much about

geographical perimeter because local conditions can have

an important influence on environmental performances

of transition solutions. However, one must distinguish the

geographical area inside which transition solutions are

implemented from the geographical area inside which these

solutions may induce changes. Let’s call them source and target

territories respectively.

The source territory is submitted to possible local constraints

such as limited locally available resources, the target territory

includes the source territory but it can be wider. If the transition

solution implies the production of a new or specific product,

one must consider the match of flows between the amount

of resource necessary for the product issued from transition

scenarios (that controls the number of products that can be

provided), and the amount necessary to respond the market or

population demand. The choice of the size of target geographical

perimeter can vary according to the transition solutions under

study. If source territories are often small in many transition

perspective (with the idea of encouraging localized and short

circuits economies for example), they would have to be enlarged

if some constraint volumes of new products are larger than

the market volume of the source territory. This means that

the target geographical perimeter should be defined as the area

allowingmatch between amounts of products out of investigated

solutions and size of target markets. The rule based on value

to weight ratio used in C-LCA (Weidema, 2003) is rather

well adapted to define the size of the target territory at first

glance, the value to weight ratio determines the geographical

market (local market for low ratio, continental for medium

and global for high). It should however be more precisely

defined using existing market data on the existing situation to

be substituted compared to the maximum production capacities

of the investigated transition solutions.

Involved and concerned actors

As transition is generally a multi-actor question, it should

be as much as possible, important to distinguish each actor’s

responsibility in a transition solution. Specifying involved actors,

and their action perimeter is thus a necessity. These actors

need to be interviewed to understand their choices, and their

constraints that can be of economic nature but also of regulatory

or social natures. Investigating actor’s decision context is a key

issue in order to define socioeconomics mechanisms underlying

destinations of flows.

The involved actors can be defined as the source territory

actors taking an active part in the transition solutions to

be investigated. This means that they can take key decisions

concerning processes and activities of the transition solutions.

This relies to the concept of “foreground system” in LCA

defined as the collection of “processes, which are under the

control of the decision-maker for which an LCA is carried

out” (Frischknecht, 1998). Several actors can cooperate in the

foreground system, and their respective action perimeters must

thus be clearly defined in the foreground system model as

shown in Figure 1. This figure shows a simplified representation:

it is possible that action perimeters are not entire processes

but could be modeling parameters disseminated in several

activities in the foreground process. This is the case of actors

that can have a structural role in the transition solution, and
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FIGURE 1

Conceptual representation of foreground and background systems in the source geographical area.

not a productive role. As an example, local authorities can

put incentives or constraints (such as public grants, taxes,

regulation thresholds, etc) that may affect, limit or favor several

production activities or locally influence economic equilibrium.

This will be later detailed in the system model (Section

System model).

It is possible that during the Tr-LCA processes, preliminary

results show that some activities in the background system are

found very influent on the results. If these activities concern

actors of the source territory they can be defined as concerned

actors, and some efforts should be made to involve them in the

study in a subsequent iteration.

The territorial MFA system model (see more details in the

next Section System model) is useful to identify the set of both

concerned and involved actors as defined in Figure 1: each node

where an input flow is separated in several output flows is

potentially a concerned actor that will make choices in terms of

flows’ possible destinations that will affect other actors.

Describing transition solutions and data
collection

Generally, prospective science is dedicated to defining

scenarios, that are “a description of how the future may unfold

according to an explicit, coherent and internally consistent

set of assumptions about key relationships and driving forces”

(GFAR, 2014). Defining scenarios requires “a systematic,

participatory and multi-disciplinary approach to explore mid-

to long-term futures and drivers of change” (GFAR, 2014).

For transition solutions, the use of Participatory Prospective

Approach (PPA) should be recommended (Bourgeois et al.,

2017; Ianniello et al., 2019), where local scale and bottom-

up approaches predominate, scenarios are combinations of

trends and alternatives and co-imagined by the “doers”

(Bourgeois et al., 2017) defined as the actors who will produce

or be affected by the possible futures (Bourgeois et al.,

2017).

The involved actors should be able, with the help of the

LCA modeler, to describe all possible choices in terms of

organization, and resulting processes and activities concerning

the transition solutions they want to implement. Similarly to

other LCAs, classical data collection can then be conducted

using specific data and specific process models when available,

completed with literature based information and generic

LCA databases. The existing rules applied to inventory data

collection in P-LCA concerning representativeness, robustness,

completeness, etc can be applied to Tr-LCA and will thus not be

detailed here.

Although not required, it is very interesting to integrate

flow models inside processes of the transition solutions using

the systemic nature of LCA (Bertalanffy, 1968) which allows

different levels of organization to be interwoven (Onat et al.,

2017). Instead of modeling black box unit processes with

values of input and output flows proportional to the reference

flow, detailed models can be used related to other parameters

and especially parameters related to actors’ decision and local

specificities. The main interest in that approach is to get models

closer to physical, chemical, or economic phenomenon that can

intrinsically be nonlinear (Pizzol et al., 2021). This has been

conducted on various applications with technological processes

such as microalgae cultivation (Duran Quintero et al., 2021),

cement concrete design (Ventura et al., 2021), or hemp based

thermal insulator (Andrianandraina et al., 2015; Senga Kiessé

et al., 2017).

In addition, the process models could also link the quantities

and natures of input components as well as operational settings
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to the properties of the output products, including their

functional properties.

Local specificities can determine both constraints affecting

the flows, and parameters affecting processes involved in the

transition solutions.

As described for Te-LCA (Loiseau et al., 2018), the

source territory can be “understood as a geographical system

defining opportunities and constraints for organization and

development of the human system.” It will determine available

local land, mineral, fossil and biotic natural resource, as well

as available anthropic resource such as local productions of

goods, services and waste. The amounts of reference flows

produced by transition solutions can be designed according to

the prioritization between two main aspects (offer or demand)

and to the consideration of possible limiting factors.

• Prioritizing the offer consists in producing as much as

possible from the transition solution, even if it means

expanding the target territory beyond the borders of

the source territory. With that priority, the constraint is

determined by the local available resource on which the

transition solution is based. This approach should consider

the smallest amount of available resource if several local

resources are needed. A typical example is waste recovery,

where the objective would be to recover the totality of one

waste generated in the source territory and to export the

obtained secondary products if the demand of the source

territory cannot absorb the production. If waste recovery

implies the combination of different types of wastes, then

one of these waste flows will be the limiting factor, and

one possible scenario would be to import the required

missing amount.

• Prioritizing the demand consists in adjusting production

according to the demand of the source territory. With

that priority, the constraint is determined by the market

demand of the source territory. A typical example is active

mobility, where the objective is to offer new mobility

services according to the population inside the source

territory. The case study conducted for Te-LCA (A)

(Loiseau et al., 2018) on a collective biogas plant can be

included in that category, as the functionalities (either

treating organic waste or producing energy) and the

resulting sizing characteristics of the technology are driven

by the analysis of needs of the target territory.

Apart from offer and demand, some other constraints can

exist that may impose constraints on production. Regulation

(and possible changes in regulation) can impose maximum

annual production thresholds, but also available existing

technologies, labor regulations, available infrastructures (for

energy, wastewater treatment, transports, etc) can impose

minimum or maximum production capacities.

Local specificities are not constraints but local parameters

that will affect the processes involved in the transition

solutions. They can be issued from standards requiring

specific performances of products, from regulation imposing

minimum requirements regarding processes, or from contextual

characteristics that will influence either the processes themselves

(meteorology, traffic, soil, size of population. . . ) or the

substitution mechanisms (market prices of competing products,

socioeconomic or cultural profiles of the local population, local

policies or economic incentives, etc).

Defining the existing reference situation

The existing situation is the model of all activities and

processes in the target territory before they are affected by

the transition solutions. Although the reference situation to

be substituted is always in the mind of actors involved into

transition solutions, their own vision can be limited and not

account for indirect effects if they are not familiar with system

approaches, and more generally it is also possible that not

predictable effects can occur.

Concerning waste, actors are generally well aware that waste

recovery is a substitution to elimination (either landfill or waste

incineration) and that it can save natural resource, but they

are not always precisely aware of the competing products that

the secondary product could substitute and of which exact

natural resource this could save. In fact, during research and

developments phases of waste recovery solutions, the future

performances of the secondary product are not known and thus

uncertainties about the substituted products are important. In

that case, several scenarios of the existing reference situation

should be investigated.

In other cases, like transition solutions based on shared

economy, indirect effects can be difficult to assess because

transition solutions can have rebound effects and change other

economic sectors that have not been initially identified. In that

case, the existing situation may have to be reassessed in the light

of this new knowledge.

System model

Territorial Material Flow Analysis (MFA) appears the

suitable frame to define the transition system models for the

following reasons:

• Territorial MFA considers all flows transiting in and out

of a given territory, with their total value, similarly to

Te-LCAs (B);

• MFA can be deployed at different geographical scales, from

very local to worldwide according to the needs of the study;
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• MFA is intrinsically a multi-products, i.e. no unique nor

unitary functional unit is required and the system is

considered as a whole.

• MFA allows considering resource thresholds in a given

geographical area, i.e., the upper limits of a constraint

resource either due to local market demands, to resource

availability in the considered geographical are, and/or

production capacities.

Modeling substitution

Modeling substitution is the key issue of Tr-LCA. As

detailed in Table 2, Tr-LCA should describe expected changes

in response to possible decisions or to changes generated by

transition solutions into a dynamic background system. Thus,

from the system corresponding to the initial situation to be

substituted, the system boundaries will be expanded according

to all possible changes generated by the transition solutions.

These changes may be based on economic models like C-LCA,

but not only. They can also be related to changes in social

behaviors, regulations, and submitted to constraints as detailed

in Section Defining transition scenarios (technical, physical. . . ).

Some changes can be modeled whereas others cannot

because they are not predictable, and can thus be investigated as

scenarios as detailed in Section Involved and concerned actors.

Apart from physical changes that can always be modeled

from MFA (see Activities affected by physical laws), other

models are not always possible nor necessary. Various

market shares can simply be tested using sensitivity analysis,

and considering possible constraints (production capacities,

geographical availability of resources). They allow providing

minimum market share ensuring environmental improvements

compared to the reference situation. Some aspects can however

be deepened and this section aims at discussing some possible

factors influencing the substitution. They are certainly not

exhaustive, and should Tr-LCA be applied to different case

studies in the future, new substitution models will certainly

be developed.

Activities a�ected by physical laws

Some important indirect effects of changes that are not

accounted in P-LCAs, due both the system boundary rules and

product scale. These are changes related to physical relationships

between co-products issued from the activity and changes due

total volumes of activities. Using the MFA method as a system

model is perfectly adapted because it considers the physical links

between output co-products issued from the same input flow as

well as physical consequences of differences between production

and consumption.

Changes in multi-outputs activities (with co-products)

A theoretical example is provided in Figure 2. If two

coproducts B and B’ are issued from the same input flow, the fact

that the transition scenario requires an increase of B, will have an

effect on B’. Thismeans that possibly, every change on the output

of a multi-products process should imply a system expansion.

If B is the main product (the driver of economic benefits),

then its increase will provoke an increase of B’ as shown in

Figure 2. In fact, this relationship between B and B’ may actually

be negligible when the generated increase on B’ is found very

small compared to the market demand for B’ and equivalent

competing products: in that case the side effects of the increase

of B on B’ can be neglected.

If B’ is the main product, then the production of B is

constraint by the production of B’, and its increase might not be

possible or limited. In the samemanner, if B>> B’, even a drastic

change on market demand for B’, will not change very much the

capacity to produce B, that is not effectively constraint.

Changes in market volume activities

For downstream activities, MFA enables to check the

adequation between flows from productions and market needs

as shown in Figure 3. This requires that functions and properties

of both initial products (A and others) and future product B

must be known, and well described, so the market is identified.

If they are not known, i.e., for low TRL innovations, they can be

defined as plausible or desirable objectives and then tested with

a sensitivity analysis to find out the limits of the functions and

properties to ensure environmental performances compared to

the initial situation.

• If the new offer (product B in Figure 3) is very inferior

to market demand in the source geographical area, then

prioritizing the offer (see Describing transition solutions

and data collection) is a possible scenario and source and

target territories can be the same.

• If the new offer (product B in Figure 3) is comparable or

superior to market demand in the source geographical area,

it may generate stocks as shown in case 2 (Figure 3). In

that case, if prioritizing the offer is the chosen approach

(see Describing transition solutions and data collection)

exportation scenarios should be included, i.e., enlargement

of the target geographical area with the corresponding

distribution scenarios. If prioritizing the demand is the

chosen approach (see Describing transition solutions and

data collection), a maximum production threshold is a

constraint applied to the production of B.

Activities a�ected by economic laws

Economicmodels can be used to calculate market shares that

would be obtained by products from the transition solutions.

The current existing models are those used in C-LCA but some
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FIGURE 2

MFA and upstream changes in flows according to multi-output activities.

important assumptions previously detailed (see Which system

model for transition LCAs?) are necessary.

If these rules do not apply to transition solutions,

then several investigations can be conducted to examine

economic plausibility of the substitution and/or determine

favorable economic conditions for a successful substitution. An

investigation about economic competitivity of the transition

solutions can be conducted in order to compare to the initial

situation, by comparing production costs of the transition

solutions to average market prices.

Similarly to detailed process models as a second level

of systems organization (see Describing transition solutions

and data collection), the use of a detailed production

cost model, detailing various types of operational costs (at

least labor, input composing materials and energy, possibly

maintenance and other consumables) as well as investment

costs can be very useful. Indeed, this can help finding

more or less favorable configuration of production facilities

and organization.

If production costs are not known, i.e., for low TRL

innovations, future production costs and/or market shares can

be defined as plausible or desirable objectives and then tested

with a sensitivity analysis to find out the market share and cost

limits ensuring competitivity (Langhorst et al., 2022).

In a B to B market, price competitivity appears as the

main driver, or at least a first plausible basis for a substitution

(Zimmerman et al., 2022). However, some existing models show

the real substitution can depend on many other factors such

as regulation, subjective value given to secondary products, etc.

Some existing agent-based models, based on individual value

scales of different socio-economic actors can be useful to identify

favorable factors to change.
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FIGURE 3

MFA and downstream changes in flows according to o�er and demand.

Activities a�ected by social or behavioral
changes

Substitution modeling can be far more complex using

various preferences criteria such as environmental or social

awareness, that can be important especially in a B to C markets.

The assessment of plausible market shares can be

investigated by surveys among consumers’ population and

possibly modeled using agent-based modeling. This is currently

applied to passengers’ flows to test changes of behavior affected

by new transport solutions (Le Pira et al., 2015).

Establishing simulation plans

According to the previous steps, transition solutions

have been modeled within the frame of complex model

systems theory (Bertalanffy, 1968), with possibly different levels

of organization, numerous parameters, possible retroactive

loops, and possible discontinuous effects due to conditional

relationships between parameters as well as constraints.

Furthermore, this model provides several answers, i.e., different

environmental indicators as well as other possible information

such as functional changes or production costs. In order to

determine most favorable transition solutions, it is important

to develop systematic methods to help further interpretation

highlighting the roles, possibilities of actions and their

environmental consequences for the involved actors. These steps

first require to classify variables and then to conduct simulations

according to this classification.

Classification of model’s variables

During their co-elaboration of transition solutions, involved

actors can chose different sets of scenarios represented by a set

of discrete possibilities such as locations, type of technologies,

maintenance strategies, labor organization, etc. Involved actors

can also control some continuous variables (especially if detailed

processes, costs or substitution models are used) such as process

operational conditions, temperature setpoints, various settings,

mix design etc. All these variables are classified as decision

variables, because they are within the decision-making perimeter

of at least one involved actor.

Some other discrete choices or continuous variables are

not within the decision perimeters of involved actors, but

may be influent on the results, they are defined as contextual

variables, such as local electric mix, regulation thresholds,

ambient temperature, market prices, etc.

Finally, some choices can concern modeling options,

such as the choice of indicators, reference values, simulation

time steps, partition coefficients and they are classified as

epistemological variables.

Probability density profile should be collected for all

contextual and epistemological continuous variables. Decision

continuous variables representing a choice inside a given
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TABLE 3 Type of simulation according to types of variables.

Type of

variables

Definition Discrete Continuous

Decision Within the decision perimeters of at least one

involved actor

Choice of most favorable options for each

indicator estimated by systematic scenario

simulation (Section Implementing scenarios,

conditions and constraints)

Choice of most favorable options for each

indicator estimated by sensitivity analysis

(Section Sensitivity analysis simulations)

Data: interval of variation

Contextual Not within the decision perimeters of

involved actors

Uncertainties on the results estimated by

systematic scenario simulation (Section

Implementing scenarios, conditions and

constraints)

Uncertainties on the results estimated by

uncertainty propagation (Section

Identification of action levers and

their significance) Data: probability

density profile

Epistemological Not within the decision perimeters of

involved actors but chosen by the modeler

Uncertainties on the results estimated by

systematic scenario simulation (Section

Implementing scenarios, conditions and

constraints)

Uncertainties on the results estimated by

uncertainty propagation (Section

Identification of action levers and

their significance) Data: probability

density profile

FIGURE 4

Systematic generation of scenarios according to choices defined by involved actors.

interval, are always considered with a uniform probability

density profile.

The type of simulation according to the type of variable is

provided in Table 3 and detailed in the next sections.

Implementing scenarios, conditions and
constraints

This section deals with alternative discrete choices (see in

Table 3) that can be made by involved actors, imposed by the

context or chosen by the modeler.

Whatever the choice, it induces a condition on the

model of the type: if such a choice is made, then such a

process occurs or does not occur. The fact that a process

is activated by a scenario choice results in a non-zero

reference flow of this process, and whose value can be

known. Furthermore, a discrete choice can also activate

incompatibilities between processes, as well as thresholds on

some process flows or variables. This can be represented

using a table resuming processes (and thus reference flows),

variables and constraints with their characteristics (values,

unit, thresholds. . . ).

If discrete choices only involve occurrence or non-

occurrence of processes, every scenario can be defined as one

single and unique combination of all discrete possibilities. It is

possible to systematically build the set of all possible scenarios

and to test each of them using a suitable simulation plan as

schemed in Figure 4.
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TABLE 4 Example of results obtained from global sensitivity analysis

(mfvk,n,p: most favorable value of variable k for indicator n and actor p).

Impact category

Involved actor
Actor 1 . . . Actor p

Indicators Influential

variables

Indicator 1

vi (unit) mfvi,1,1

. . .

vj (unit) mfvj,1,p

. . .

Indicator n

vi (unit) mfvi,n,1

. . .

vk(unit) mfvk,n,1 mfvk,n,p

FIGURE 5

Systematic representation of selection of favorable scenarios:

each blue dot represents a scenario; one ensemble represents

scenarios complying with the target for one indicator.

If discrete choices also imply thresholds or incompatibilities,

some scenarios can be eliminated as schemed in Figure 4.

This type of systematic scenario generation and analysis has

already been conducted for the case study of nickel slag recovery

in New Caledonia (Quéheille et al., 2021).

Sensitivity analysis simulations

In Tr-LCA, sensitivity analysis is used to identify among

continuous variables, action levers available to the different

actors involved. It requires combining two different sensitivity

analysis methods.

The first method, based on Morris indexes (Morris, 1991)

aims at ranking influences of variables, and detecting possible

interactions between variables, as well as the mathematical

shape of their influence (either monotonic increase, monotonic

decrease or non-monotonic). If the influence is monotonic, the

Morris indexes can also provide the direction of the influence:

increasing or decreasing for continuous variables. This is an

important information because, with an increasing direction,

one needs to decrease the value of the variable in order to

decrease indicator, whereas with a decreasing direction, one

needs to increase the value of the variable in order to decrease

indicator. This provides preferable values of influential variables

in order to decrease environmental impacts. If the influence

is non-monotonic, this mean some optimal values of variables

can exist. They should be further investigated concerning the

shape of the relationship in order to determine these possible

optimal values. The Morris indexes can also detect non-

influential variables.

The Morris indexes should first be calculated on the model

that is run on all discrete and continuous variables (contextual,

decision and epistemological), especially to identify if non-

decision variables are found influential. Then, it can be run a

second time, exclusively on decision variables (both discrete and

continuous) to determine and rank possible action levers, all the

other variables being set to their most probable or default value.

An additional global sensitivity analysis (Sobol, 2001) can

be run to quantify influences of continuous variables found

influential from the previous steps (all other variables being set

to their most probable value) and quantify combined influences

of two or more variables (i.e., 2nd or higher Sobol indexes).

These approaches have been fully described in several

articles, although names of categories for variables have been

changed in the present paper to give them a more general

meaning. Contextual variables can also have been named

environmental variables previously (Ventura et al., 2021),

whereas decision variables have been named technological

parameters in previous work (Senga Kiessé et al., 2017; Senga

Kiesse et al., 2020; Duran Quintero et al., 2021).

Interpretation

Changes in functionalities

Because Tr-LCA allows for a shift in functionalities between

the initial situation and the transition solutions, it is important to

incorporate these changes in functionalities as part of the results.

Identification of action levers and their
significance

Sensitivity analysis conducted as detailed the above

Section Implementing scenarios, conditions and constraints,

provides information concerning favorable values of influential

continuous decision variables, these are called action levers.

In order to assess significance of actions levers, Monte

Carlo simulations should be run using most favorable

values for action levers obtained from the previous Section

Identification of action levers and their significance and
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to propagate uncertainties from non-influential and non-

controllable variables and determine confidence intervals.

If significance is confirmed, then the list of action levers can

be provided as shown in Table 4. In this example, one can read

that actor n◦1 has one action lever on indicator 1 that is variable

vi of which favorable value is mfvi,1,1 and two action levers on

indicator n that are variables vi and vk of which favorable values

are mfvi,1,p and mfvk,n,p respectively. Actor n
◦ p has one action

lever on indicator 1 that is variable vi of which favorable value is

mfvi,n,1 and one action lever on indicator n that is variable vk of

which favorable value is mfvk,n,p. One can also see that variable

vi is a decision lever for two indicators 1 and n, and that variable

vk is controlled by two different actors 1 and p.

From Table 4, several cross-analyses are needed to find

solutions that decrease all the indicators. Indeed, the variables

vi and vk each have two recommendations of favorable values

to decrease the indicators. If the recommended values are

consistent with each other, they are identical (i.e. if mfvi,1,1 =

mfvi,n,1 andmfvk,n,1 =mfvk,n,p) then there is no conflict, vi and

vk each have a single favorable value and using their favorable

values generates a synergistic effect: it decreases two indicators

and both actors have a converging interest in using the same

values.

However, if we find that the variable vi can take two different

preferable values (mfvi,1,1 6= mfvi,n,1) then there is a conflict

between two indicators. This leads to the choice of either setting

a priority between indicator 1 and indicator n, or setting vi =

mfvi,1,1 to improve indicator 1, while setting vk = mfvi,n,1 to

offset the negative influence of vi on indicator n.

Finally, if it is found that the variable vk can take two

different preferable values (mfvk,n,1 6= mfvk,n,p) then there is a

conflict between two actors. This leads to negotiations between

these two actors. For example, if mfvk,n,p is chosen for vk,

by actor p, actor 1 has the option to compensate by using vi

= mfvi,n,1 to decrease indicator n. This is just one example

of a possible outcome to the conflict, and other aspects could

intervene in the negotiation, such as the costs generated by the

choice of a favorable value by one of the actors.

This type of analysis has not been implemented in existing

routines, but provided that numerical tools can identify each

variable by a variation interval and a list of controlling actors,

it should be possible to easily identify conflicts and further

investigation should be necessary to develop routines providing

possible resolutions.

Identification of preferable scenarios

Indicators results can be calculated for each single scenario

using most favorable values obtained from the previous Section

Identification of action levers and their significance. For each

indicator, results can be compared to a target, either the initial

system or a future target.

Targets should be defined for environmental impact

indicators values only, not for other operational indicators.

Choosing the indicators resulting from the existing situation

as a target enables to assess that some scenarios can provide

environmental improvements compared to the initial reference

situation. Choosing a future target can also be used when

for example political targets are set. This is the case for

climate change for which political targets are given for different

time frames.

In a first step, all indicators showing no improvement

compared to the target should be set aside. Then among

the ensemble of remaining indicators and for each of them,

scenarios providing results below the target for each indicator

can be selected, thus making lists of preferable scenarios for each

indicator. These lists are then compared between all indicators in

a second step. Ideally, only scenarios improving all indicators are

finally selected as shown in Figure 5. If this ensemble of favorable

scenarios is empty, i.e., it does not exist on all indicators,

then then the indicator for which the smallest number of

favorable scenarios and/or those with small improvements over

the reference situation as proposed in the literature for P-

LCAs (Guérin-Schneider et al., 2018) can be eliminated and the

analysis is then repeated.

Finally, one gets the following results: indicators showing

no possible improvements, indicators with very few scenarios

with possible improvements, and indicators with common

scenarios leading to improvements. At this stage only, priorities

between indicators can be discussed among the involved actors,

considering if the worsening is due to foreground and/or local

background. In the case of worsening due to local background,

involvement of background local actors should be considered in

order to improve scenarios according to their knowledge. In the

case of worsening due to general off-site background scenarios,

these are reported to be strong sources of uncertainty, requiring

either an additional effort to make them more reliable where

possible, or a greater vigilance on the part of the involved actors

who will potentially have to reassess and readjust their actions to

adapt to a changing context.

Illustrative examples

Three different examples are described in Table 5. They are

not exhaustive and no results are presented as no Tr-LCA has

been conducted yet. These examples mainly show how Tr-LCA

could be conducted. They concern three very different types of

transition solutions:

• Example 1 concerns a technological solution that would

be largely deployed at a regional scale: the recycling

of concrete waste from building’s demolition with CO2

capture and possible use of fatal heat from local plants to

produce secondary sand used in new concrete mixes;
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TABLE 5 Examples of di�erent possible case studies.

Steps of Tr-LCA Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

Transition solution Recycling of concrete waste

from building’s demolition

using carbonation in a

heated drumCO2 capture and

possible use of fatal heat from

local plants to produce

secondary sand used in new

concrete mixes

Lowtech: Earthen walls using

soil excavated from public

works

Mobility: Introduction of

shared electric scooters in a

city

Existing reference situation Concrete waste are crushed in recycling

plants and used as secondary aggregates

in road sublayers and trenches

Natural sand are used in concrete mix

Cement plants emit CO2 in

the atmosphere

Classical building techniques in the

source territory (concrete blocks, bricks,

wood. . . )

Excavated soil is used for land shaping,

can be given to farmers and can possibly

be landfilled

No shared mobility devices Initial

mobility situation with all existing

transport means (public transports,

individual vehicles, bikes, scooters. . . )

and individual behaviors

Goal, scope Offer prioritization: the most possible

treated waste and CO2 in the

source territory

Best possible conditions ensuring an

environmental improvement compared

to the initial situation, and possibly to

higher targets on climate change

imposed by political constraints

Demand prioritization: the most

possible buildings’ walls in the source

territory

Best possible conditions ensuring an

environmental improvement compared

to the initial situation, and possibly to

higher targets on climate change

imposed by political constraints

Demand prioritization: the most

possible scooters in the source territory

Best possible conditions ensuring an

environmental improvement compared

to the initial situation, and possibly to

higher targets on climate change

imposed by political constraints

Functional units Properties of natural and secondary

sands for concrete mix

Properties of natural and secondary

aggregates for road sublayers

and trenches

Thermal and mechanical properties of

earthen walls

Characteristics of a transport mean

(time duration, regularity, time

availability. . . )

Reference flows Total amounts of natural and secondary

sands used in concrete mix in the

target territory

Total amounts of natural and secondary

sands used in road sublayers and

trenches in the target territory

Total amounts of earthen walls built per

year in the source territory

Total amounts of classical local walls

Total daily number of kilometers

traveled by residents of the urban

agglomeration

Territories Source A big city as the main producer of

cement concrete demolition waste

The source territory The source territory

Target Boundaries determined by price

competitivity

Same as source territory Larger than source territory, boundaries

determined by the suburban population

transiting daily in the source territory

Involved and concerned

actors

Building demolisher

Concrete recycler

Cement plant as CO2 provider

Quarry as producer of natural

aggregates and sand

Road builders as users of natural and

secondary aggregates

Concrete plants as users of natural and

secondary sand

Public works companies

Masons

Building companies

Classical local materials providers

Farmers

Landfill companies

Local authorities

Inhabitants of buildings

Architects

Local authorities

Inhabitants of target territory

Companies providing and managing the

electric scooters

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 Continued

Steps of Tr-LCA Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

Transition solution Recycling of concrete waste

from building’s demolition

using carbonation in a

heated drumCO2 capture and

possible use of fatal heat from

local plants to produce

secondary sand used in new

concrete mixes

Lowtech: Earthen walls using

soil excavated from public

works

Mobility: Introduction of

shared electric scooters in a

city

Possible scenarios Centralized high capacities recycling

plant nearby a CO2 and heat source

(transport of aggregates)

Mobile small carbonation units with

treatment and reuse on-site (transport

of CO2 captured and heat production)

Different possible degrees of

substitution: from building elements to

entire buildings

Addition of binders

Location of storage areas

Various possible business model of

shared mobility (competition between

several companies, a single company. . . )

Geographical distribution of

storage locations

Type of shared system (with return to

fixed charging stations, equipped with

GPS with regular collection of

the manager. . . )

Possible detailed

models

Process models Carbonation process: energy as a

function of temperature residence time

Earthen construction techniques

Buildings thermal models for

in-use energy

Functional

models

Properties of carbonated secondary

sand as a function of CO2 absorbed and

residence time

Various techniques and mix designs

according to building’s functional

requirements

Behavior of individuals using

agent-based modeling

Cost models Carbonation processes

Transports

Earthen construction techniques

Transports Heating/cooling energy

during use phase

Infrastructures and functional costs for

the new shared mobility

Constraints and local Productions Annual amount of demolished concrete Annual amounts of extracted soils Existing space for active mobility

specificities Annual amounts of CO2 and heat

emitted by local plants (constraint by

annual productions of main products)

Annual amounts of vegetal fibers

(necessary to some mix designs)

Consumptions Annual demand for aggregates for road

sublayers and trenches

Annual demand of wall materials for

new buildings

Annual demand of inhabitants for

shared electric scooters

Annual demand for sand in concrete

mix

Others Capacity of existing equipment for

carbonation

Functional performance thresholds

from standards (thermal, mechanical. . . )

Capacities of local charging stations

Possible substitution

models

Physical

relationships

Recycled aggregates replace basic quality

aggregates from quarries, being

themselves coproducts of medium and

high-quality aggregates. They are still

used in the transition solution so there

should be no change.

Secondary sand from carbonated

recycled aggregate is expected to

substitute natural sand from alluvial

quarries: the effect on other granular

fractions should be considered.

Excavated earth from public works is

being used for reshaping, landfilled, or

given to farmers without real economic

value, thus its use for construction does

not displace any other activities. A

massive increase of demand for vegetal

fibers should be investigated

(Continued)
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TABLE 5 Continued

Steps of Tr-LCA Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

Transition solution Recycling of concrete waste

from building’s demolition

using carbonation in a

heated drumCO2 capture and

possible use of fatal heat from

local plants to produce

secondary sand used in new

concrete mixes

Lowtech: Earthen walls using

soil excavated from public

works

Mobility: Introduction of

shared electric scooters in a

city

Economic

relationships

B to B markets: price competitivity can

be used to estimate plausibility of

substitution

Regulation tools (incentives, taxes. . . )

can be considered

B to B markets: price competitivity can

be used to estimate plausibility of

substitution of earthen construction to

local classical construction. Regulation

tools (incentives, taxes. . . ) can

be considered. Possible competition for

specific fibers should be identified.

Social

relationships

Effects of bad image (obsolescence,

poverty. . . ) of earthen buildings

Modal shift model based on individual

behaviors of inhabitants

• Example 2 concerns the large implementation of a low-tech

building material a regional scale: earthen walls using soil

excavated from public works;

• Example 3 concerns a local policy favoring active mobility:

the introduction of shared electric scooters in a city.

Based on the methodological steps described above, we can

define the different elements that will allow us to define the

objectives, the system, the questions to be asked, and the possible

models to be mobilized. Table 5 provides an information that

would be suitable to start a first iteration of a Tr-LCA, however,

according to first results, new actors, new scenarios and more

detailed substitutionmechanisms could be developed during the

on-going studying process.

Discussion

Transition LCA differs from all other types of LCAs

concerning goals, functional unit, reference flow, and system

boundaries, leading to important differences in the modeling

and the interpretation phases as described all along Section

Transition LCA: A new frame for environmental assessment of

transition scenarios.

A critical point about transition concerns mass effects. With

P-LCAs focused on products, effects of massive production on

economic markets cannot be accounted. For example, if a new

product issued from a secondary resource is massively produced

(because a waste is abundant in the area under study) compared

to the size of the same local market demand, the environmental

benefits are certainly compromised (Ventura and Antheaume,

2019). Especially in the case of a constraint products such as

products obtained from secondary resources, their production

capacity is limited by the production of the main product,

and this limit is not considered with C-LCA system model.

With Tr-LCA using total values (i.e., total amounts of products)

and not with relative ones (amount of waste relatively to one

unit of main product’s amount), it is possible to consider

the adequacy between production and consumption, and thus

the possible market share that can be taken by the product

obtained from secondary resources. In the case of a mismatch

between production and consumption, product obtained from

secondary resources could have to be stocked, as well as possible

substituted products that would themselves be by-products of

joint production and thus submitted to constraint production.

In a long term, the consequential method recommends to

expand again the system to other markets that could absorb the

surplus [previously described as the “endless regression problem

in system expansion” (Weidema, 2001)], and this expansion can

be conducted in a systematicmanner using IOmodels (Suh et al.,

2010). However, underlying economic assumptions of these

approaches previously described in this article are still not valid

for studying systems in transition. In transition LCA, stocks of

products obtained from secondary resources have thus to be

considered. The implementation of a new multi-output process

that is studied with Tr-LCA, can lead to obtain P-LCAs of each

output product. Indeed, considering a given allocation rule, it

is possible to downscale the results from Tr-LCA system to

individual products, but it is very likely that the results obtained

will be different from those that would be obtained with classical
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P-LCA. And this, even if using the same allocation rules because

Tr-LCA accounts for changes between two systems (initial and

modified), it does not aim at attributing the possible benefits

to one or more products that are involved in the transition

solutions. This attribution is political (Chen et al., 2010) and

can be treated as such by the involved actors and be part of

their negotiations for possible attribution of economic benefits

linked to the environmental benefits of their cooperation in

the transition solution. An example is the implementation of

a carbon capture and use technology as a transition solution.

Whereas one actor provides CO2 another uses it, and P-LCA

always has to deal with the allocation of environmental benefits

due to the reduction of CO2 as well as with economic benefits

linked with CO2 market. Tr-LCA will provide the total benefits

for the whole system, and involved actors have information

on both the conditions and action levers to succeed. They can

use that information to find suitable business models ensuring

that conditions of environmental benefits are possible and

reached.

In C-LCA, by-products are considered as low value

constraints products. However, strong incentives for climate

change or circular economy can lead to higher profitability

obtained from by-products and can lead to inversions between

current (or initial) ranking between main and by-products. One

recent example concerns wood pellets, initially made out of

sawdust waste, and now being directly produced from forests

to be used as biofuels for power plants (Mouterde, 2021).

Indeed, political authorities can provoke rupture effects toward

important technological and economic shifts via regulations and

public subventions. As a consequence of the recent European

green deal (EU, 2019) launched to reach carbon neutrality in

2050, CO2, being currently considered as an undesired emission

similarly to a waste, could become a profitable resource in a

dozen of years. One could say that the notion of waste, main

and co-products are evolving and that it is even desirable

that waste of the past become a resource for the future

in a transition perspective. However, the inversion between

waste and main product also has environmental consequences

on the LCA of each of the products by distributing the

environmental burdens differently. From this point of view, it

seems preferable to consider the whole extended system as a

whole in order to evaluate the environmental impacts of the

new solution, without having to subjectively define to which

product (main or secondary) the environmental credits should

be attributed.

This article does not address the question of indicators.

Tr-LCA can use all types of existing indicators, and it is

obviously also interesting to be able to use regionalized

indicators if the objectives and the available data are suitable.

In the same way, the interpretation phase can be enlarged to

other indicators than environmental impacts, such as costs, or

social indicators. The approach would be the same, requiring

additional models and increasing the number of indicators.

Tr-LCA is thus compatible with Life Cycle Sustainability

Assessment in general. In addition to spatial differentiation,

another research perspective would be to distinguish the actors

impacted by impact categories related to human health such

as workers or residents of the considered geographical area,

because they could become considered, and possibly involved,

actors in a further iteration.

Prospective LCA is generally used to forecast environmental

impacts of an innovation at a low Technological Readiness Level

(TRL). In that perspective, prospective LCA can in particular

integrate evolutions of background processes such as energy

production, according to existing scenarios (Beltran et al., 2020).

For Tr-LCA, this can also be used if the time perspective is

sufficiently long. The possible evolutions of the background

processes can be extracted from existing global scenarios.

These choices are classified as discrete contextual variables

because they are beyond the decision-making perimeter of all

considered actors.

The question of the applicability of transition LCA is also

important. Although the databases and process models are the

same as other LCAs, the coupling with MFA, the possibility

of having several functional units in the same system, but

especially the different steps of interpretation, require today

the use of either several different numerical tools or dedicated

programming. The studies or elements of studies already carried

out and quoted in this article, were for the most part conducted

with Matlab R© or in Python language by developing modules

coupled with the Brightway software. In the near future, these

different modules should be released as open source, but they

do not constitute interfaces that can be used by non-experts.

The new functionalities required, such as automated scenario

generation, sensitivity analysis, or interpretation of results by

actor, remain functionalities to be developed and integrated into

existing digital tools.

Conclusions

In this article, a new type of LCA, called transition LCA (Tr-

LCA) is conceptually described. It aims at studying transition

scenarios in a geographical context, and that can be relied to

various technological paths. One of the main differences with

existing LCAs concern the functional unit: several functional

units can be included and they can vary. Additionally, the

results of Tr-LCAs concern the changes of the system itself

rather than the individual impacts of products. This approach

is consistent with the concept of transition that involve new

relationships and interdependencies between various actors,

where the aim is the global interest rather than individual ones.

Tr-LCA is also related to a specific geographical context in

order to account for existing limits of resources and especially

constraint resources such as waste, and to account for the match

of flows between production and demand which determines
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the size of the geographical area. This type of modeling

can be reached by coupling LCA with MFA at the suitable

geographical scale.

Tr-LCA also requires specific interpretation steps dedicated

to the identification of preferable scenarios and action levers

hold by each involved actor. This interpretation requires

integrating actors’ identification and their decision models as

mechanisms inside the system model. It also requires additional

methods to generate all actions possibilities and to conduct

suitable sensitivity analysis.

This method has presently been applied by parts but not

as a whole and not as a single numerical tool. These parts

are currently being developed in a single computing Python

language, in order to become compatible with Brightway

2. The conceptual frame is also currently applied on a

case study concerning recovery of nickel slags in New

Caledonia (Carboval research project) that will be the topic for

future publications.
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